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To improve the online shoppers experience 

● Alleviate the negative experiences with 
targeted Ads.

● Enhance privacy controls to receive 
personalized Ads.

Goal



UX Designer
Lo-fi, Hi-fi mockups

Iterations
Usability Testing

Product Manager
Competitive Audits

Market Research
Design deliverables

My Role

UX Researcher
3/9 user interviews

Affinity mapping
Service Blueprints
User Journey Map
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Understanding the User

User Interview
Affinity Mapping

Persona &  User Stories

Service Blueprints

User Journey



User Research: Highlights

More negative opinions 
about targeted Ads and 
how business revolves 
around tricking customers

Social media and streaming 
websites are the biggest 
source of targeted 
advertisements

Usually are hesitant of buying 
products from targeted ads but 
would occasionally buy few 
products based on deals



User Research: Highlights

Control their personal 
information by tweaking 
with privacy settings and 
installed ad blockers

Uncomfortable sharing 
financial information but 
willing to share general 
info to some extent

Would like compensation 
but unable to quantify it 
due to uncertainty in type 
of data collected



Why is this a big problem?

79% Of Americans worry about companies infringing 
their online privacy

80% Of Americans think the risks outweigh the benefits
When it comes to sharing their personal data

https://dataprot.net/statistics/internet-privacy-statistics/ https://www.statista.com/statistics/993399/adult-opinion-targeted-ads-us/

https://dataprot.net/statistics/internet-privacy-statistics/


User Research: Summary

01
User Group 1
People who wanted better 
shopping recommendations

02
User Group 2
People who did not want 
to share their data







User Stories

As a customer, I would like to know ‘what personal information is used for what type of 
recommendations that I receive’, so that the website is transparent enough to trust & use.

As a customer, I would need the ability to block Ads if I had bought an item already, so that 
I don’t get annoyed by seeing multiple Ads.

As a customer, I need to feel that it is a fair exchange, rather than feeling that my data is being 
stolen or that I am being taken advantage of.



Service Blueprint





Ideation



Ideas

01 Pay per data collected

02 Cookie Control

03 Shopping / Security Advisor





Ideas

IDEA Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total

Idea 1 10 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 10 10 85

Idea 2 10 5 10 10 5 5 10 10 10 10 85

Idea 3 5 1 1 10 1 10 10 5 10 5 58



Final Concept (1 + 3)
● Incorporates multiple requirements that came out of research & 

analyses.

● Provide a holistic approach to controlling personal information while 

getting paid for the data that is being shared.

● Users will have a fair exchange for their data, rather than feeling that they 

are being taken advantage of.



Hi-Fi
Prototype



Usability Session: Tasks

● Task 1: Review the initial screen to assess the functions of the extension

● Task 2: Update settings to earn points

● Task 3: Activate rewards while shopping on an e-commerce website

● Task 4: Update settings to block ads for a specific product

● Task 5: Identify a way to earn points without visiting e-commerce sites

● Task 6: Disable and enable tracking of your data for a specific website



Usability Session: Feedback
The categories we found in our user testing are: 

● Feels good 
a. Using browser extensions to earn money.

● Confusion
a. Options to sell data.
b. Cashback
c. Points to earn and frequency
d. Enabling and disabling data for  particular website Vs. globally updating 

preferences
● Improvements

a. Logo
b. Color
c. Wording related to ‘Selling Data’

The SUS scores indicate that participants generally found our prototype easy to use.



Future Work
● Adding a tour guide for first-time users to provide them with an easy onboarding 

experience. This could enhance the user’s knowledge of what they could do with the 

browser extension. 

● The terminology used should be refined, especially to clarify the purpose of the 

Survey tab and to distinguish sharing data for a specific site from sharing data for all 

sites. 

● Adding a user interface element that allows a user to know which website the 

browser extension is currently accessing. This would help users understand that they 

can change privacy settings for each website. 



Thank you


